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These are the major changes in the backoffice version 3.11.0

This version covers work done in sprints 79, 80 and 81.

New features
- Setup for Fiskaly ES integration added

- New feature to be able to have multiple barcodes on the same product or

variant. This feature is enabled with a new parameter, to keep

backoffice cleaner for those who won’t need it

- Purchase order functionality for Netsuite and Xero

- Contact information added to the order API

- Hide from web attribute added to product import

- Supplier added to stock reports

- Hyphen is now allowed in Ordin subdomain URLs

- Setup for revised bundle product model, where the bundled products are

sold with a discount from the bundle price

- Field added to customer to store consent to get newsletters (actual

sending of newsletter needs to happen from CRM)

- Ticket session name added to ticket PDF

- Ticket products are no longer deleted when deleting all products from

import/export



- Possibility to cancel tickets added to ticket model

- Hours and minutes added as unit types for time based services

- Cashier added to line items in PosConnector javascript

- Improvements for Xero integration

- Transaction source sent to Kibana

- CVR validation for Portugal

- Duplicado image type defined for Portugal, for receipts

- Last count date added to stock reports and Go Ctrl

- Ignore cost prices on product import when averaging cost prices from

purchase orders is activated

- Purchase order layout changed to give more space to product names

-

Bugs fixed
Numerous fixes and improvements have been made.

- Counting degree report showed only products counted in full counts

- Invalid discount data sent to Wisteria

- GBAT files do not balance for commission sales

- Ready button in preorder (running man) in POS now sends status message

to customer

- Day tallies not sent in changes after finished, could lead to open day

tallies in POS when more than one ipad uses the same register

- Company name duplicated in preorder status emails

- Stock location can be created without name through API

- Patch calls to promotions failed for non existing column alias

API changes
- customer_contact_email and customer_contact_phone added to order

attributes

- Name mandatory for stock_locations

- Sending ids of deleted products in order line items are now allowed

- Customer price discount type added to entity types



- Duplicado added as receipt image type

New parameters
The following new parameters are added in this backend release:

- Parameter to enable multiple barcodes for products,

Shared.Setting.Product.MultipleSku.Enabled, default value false

- Parameter to turn off image display in Go Ctrl,

GoCtrl.Product.ShowProductImages.Enabled, default value true

- Parameter to not show cost price in Go Ctrl,

GoCtrl.Product.ShowCostPrice.Enabled, default value true

- Parameter to send email when items are sold on commission,

Backoffice.Setting.SendEmailForItemsSoldOnCommision.Enabled, default

value true
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